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FORECAST: MALAYSIA & EUROPE
TECHNOLOGY FOCUS:
NAVAL COMMAND & CONTROL
As Official Lead Media Partner for Undersea Defence &
Security (UDS) Exhibition and Conference, ESD reports on
the latest developments in:
Naval command & control systems:
the state-of-the-art for air defence, surface and underwater warfare C2.
Stealth at Sea: latest techniques and
technology to avoid detection and identification in the visual, acoustic, thermal
and RF spectra.
Remotely Operated Vehicles: naval
unmanned systems: missions, requirements, plans and
programmes.
RHIBs: Rigid hull
inflatable boats are
tough, versatile and fast: a look at missions, designs,
development and equipment... And alternatives.
Ship Protection Concepts: passive and
active defence against aerial, surface
and sub-surface attack: principles and
considerations.

Malaysian military and police equipment is a broad
mix of indigenous, Asian, American, European and
Russian systems. ESD considers the relationship
between Malaysian industry and its European partners, and Malaysia’s defence and police programmes
and their European suppliers.
Ground-Based/Battlefield Radar. Tactical battlefield
radar is surely now obsolete—or is it? New sensors
and new technologies such as passive radar mean that
silent detection by radar is available—and necessary.
US Army Armoured Systems
Programmes: Potential enemies
have achieved “parity” according to
the USA: ESD presents a Sitrep and
trend analysis of major US armour
from Abrams through artillery to
AMPV.
Field Camp Technologies and
Operations. Establishing and
running a field camp is a black art:
ESD sheds some light on
technologies for mobile cities.

NETMA

LCS SitRep: Achievements to date;
challenges ahead: operational /
commercial potential: a status report.

The Polish Navy and Naval Industry.
30 new ships. 22 modernisation programmes.
US$3.2Bn. An update...

New Investment in Spanish Defence:
New frigates, jets, trainers, 8x8s, helicopters,
C2…Can the plan be sustained, and by whom?

Ukraine: With no money, but grim
determination, Defence and Security
Reforms in Ukraine advance...

SOFTWARE-DEFINED RADIOS FROM AND
FOR EUROPE
Europe has the technology: where’s the lead?

An Interview with the General Manager of
the NATO EUROFIGHTER and TORNADO Management Agency, NETMA,
Lt.Gen. Gabriele Salvestroni.

EUROFIGHTER TYPHOON EXPORT
UPDATE: Austria, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar,
Saudi Arabia - Who’s next in the market for
Europe's largest defence programme?

AIRBORNE SITUATIONAL AWARENESS
What is the future for todays manned platforms and their
sensor fits? Is there a future for our current icons?

UAV OPERATOR SIMULATION
AND TRAINING
Demands are high and growing,
both for and upon UAV pilots.
Who/What provides the solutions?
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